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BUSINESS MODELS FOR NBS - WHAT ARE THE
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS?

Objectives

Improve the Integration of NBS in urban and spatial planning
Build a new and active community network around NBS
Offer high quality decision-support tools for re-naturing cities
Build a holistic assessment framework for NBS
Develop a reference knowledgebase on NBS and Best Practice sharing
Propose new governance, business and financial models for NBS implementation

IMPLEMENTATION MODELS FOR NBS
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 730468

How?

ü Developing a typology of Implementation Models
ü Building a database of existing Implementation Models of NBS à 56 real cases
ü Communication and engagement strategies that enhance citizen participation
ü Measuring societal acceptance
ü Socioeconomic assessment of the IM
ü Developing a characterization grid as basis for the Pre-selector tool

On going
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FOR EACH STEP:
1. Literature survey
2. Stakeholders workshops, interviews, surveys with
citizens, municipalities and planners
3. Verification with Pioneer Experiences
4. Verification with partner cities
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ü The implementation of NBS projects is deeply
determined by the novelty of the concept
ü Its innovation is both an opportunity and a challenge
for its implementation
ü As a new concept generates uncertainty, lack of
technical preparedness and operational unknown

ü Operational

unknown: Due to the newness of the approachà lack of
protocols for design, implementation and maintenance for NBS projects

ü Performance

unknown: Lack of evidence regarding the quantitative
benefits of NBS à Designers may encounter difficulties in implementing
NBS solutions when compared to traditional solutionsà investors may
prefer more “proven” solutions

ü Lack

of ready-to-apply scientific results, concepts and technologiesà
Makes the adoption of NBS more difficult (even if a certain policy
receptiveness exists)

Knowledge barriers
àuncertainty
à Technical inadequacy

Governance barriers
ü Disconnection

between short-term
actions and long term goalsà The
usual short-term action and
decision-making cycles ànot always
match with the long-term
requirements of the whole life
cycle of NBS projects (planning,
implementation, maintenance
processes, but also sustainable
financing)
ü Bureaucracy and unsupportive legal
frameworksà Excessive legal
rigidity, bureaucracy and lack of
specific regulations. “Knowledge
silos”
ü Goal misalignment: Different goals
of stakeholders within partnership
arrangements
could
hinder
collaboration
ü Apathy and role ambiguity: A high
number of stakeholders could
generate inertia, apathy and lack
of clarity in responsibilities

Economic barriersàBudget

constraints

ü Not

a priority: City budgets for green development and
maintenance
of
green
spaces
often
face
severe
budget
constraints, while staff and related expertise is decreasing

ü Lack

of funding knowledgeà Financing mechanisms (such as EUfunding instruments) are available for cities, but they are
complicated to apply for (requiring additional administrative
staff and time resources) and require co-financing, which many
cities cannot afford

Economic barriers

àPerception of the benefits

üUnder

appreciation of non-economic benefits: Benefits of NBS
are perceived as mostly public and 'soft' ànot directly related
with economic growth-oriented issues as creating jobs and
attracting investments

üShort

term vision: Lack of insight that investment now will
prevent costs later

üRisk

perception: Lack of incentives and motivation to attract
private investment

approaches, new ways to address (and
consider) old problems and more
inclusive practices
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Economic driversà
üSharing

De-risking

risksà
Collaborative
arrangements
distributed responsibilities that can generate
risk aversion to sharing the perception of
approaches like NBS projects

üPublic

enable
the
a shift from
risk of new

de-risking strategiesà Due to the newness of the concept
NBS is now in a beginning phase in the field of urban
regeneration. This phase requires a great government support,
due to methodologies and ways are not yet completely defined.
De-risking signals to increase credibility, well-designed
projects and structured community engagement for planning
robustness

Economic driversà
ü Provisioning

Government support

of incentives to attract private investment + Removal of
administrative barriersà allows the creation of partnerships between
government and businesses where citizen associations can participate
alsoà governance synergies that can be generated in those partnerships
à create new opportunities for an efficient uptake of NBSà Encourage
methods to transfer the benefits of common goods provided by NBS to the
initiators of NBS (e.g. tax reductions or subsidies)à Public subsidies
and tax cuts can stimulate private investments and make NBS more
attractive

ü Public-private

partnershipsà The inclusion of companies and private
sector in the implementation and management of NBS projects can help to
overcome budget constraints and limitation of resources.

Economic drivers
üCooperative

competition: A fair competition between private
stakeholders, specially between companies, that does not hinder
the collaboration, makes some processes more efficient and
successful.
üMid-Long term financing: Allocation of a sufficient budget for
implementing
and
maintaining
NBS
projects
can
give
sustainability in tight financial periods. Widely using natural
vegetation helps to decrease the costs associated with
vegetation care.
üReal estate: Increased commercial and domestic property prices
and attraction of businesses
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üLinks between barriers and drivers are cross-domain.
üLink between governance drivers and knowledge barriers (governance
models that are based on mutual learning and cross-sectorial spaces)
üLink between economic barriers and knowledge drivers. Uncertainties in a
new field as NBS could generate significant barriers that can be
addressed by more research and evidence.

Definition of a typology of NBS Implementation models
ü GOVERNANCE: Urban and environmental governance modelsà mapped and characterized
àassess their suitabilityà Five clusters have been identified and distributed according to:
involved actors, their position in the spectrum from high to low government involvement and
their level of participation
à adapted and used in
Connecting Nature
ü FINANCING models
à 4 clusters:
(Public Financing ,
Financial Institutions ,
Citizen-inclusion and
Public-Private)
ü BUSINESS MODELS
à 8 archetypes
(Based on:
N.M.P. Bocken, 2014)

Development of an Implementation Model Database

Web based IM DB

• IM categorisation accessible and user friendly through a
powerful search engine and advance search options
• Continuous update and optimization
• Integration in the overall N4C Platform

Development of an Implementation Model Database
-

56 IMs organized in detailed cards
A WordPress blog based DB for data gathering
Web based IM DB

-

Web based IM DB
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Development of an Implementation Model Database

www.r2m.cloud/imdb

Business Models initial analysis
ü More than 70% of the project public financed
ü analysis in two levelsà the groupings (technological, social an organizational),
and + the BM archetypes contained in each of them.
ü 56 blogpostà102 BM archetypes
ü 48% are organizational, 32% in technological and 20% social
ü Business model archetypes
ü 32% “Develop scale-up solutions” (SOC)
ü 23% “Substitute with renewables and natural processes” (TEC)
ü 16%, “Re-purpose the business for society/environment” (SOC)
ü 11%, “Deliver functionality rather than ownership” (SOC)
ü 8%, “Maximize material productivity and energy efficiency” (TEC)
ü 5%, “Adopt a stewardship role” (SOC)
ü 4%. “Encourage sufficiency” (SOC)
ü 2% “Create value from waste” (TEC)
ü three cases mentioned the crowdfunding as one of the BM implemented
ü almost 70% of the blog posts included more than one business model

Next Stepsà socioeconomic assessment
ü IM as a wholeà Define the link and incidence between governance, financing and
business modelsà how they are working together? à how they should go
together?
ü Assess the socioeconomic impact of NBS + IM

Next Steps: preselection tool

Implementation Models Database

PRESELETION TOOL àset of eligible IM taking into account
• project’s developer requirements
• contextual data (cultural, social, economic and regulatory local
conditions and requirements )

Thank you for your attention!

Visit our website: http://www.nature4cities.eu/
And follow us on the social medias:

